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Introduction 

According to the blog of Education First and the English Proficiency Index (2019) the 

teaching of English in Mexico and Latin-America is an educational area which is constantly 

evaluated in order to analyze the results obtained. Nevertheless, last year registered tests 

showed that the grade decreased comparing to other years. 

These outcomes have to do with the fact of different elements, some of them are the 

changes in educational reforms the country goes through, the characteristics of the new 

generations along with their motivational aspects and resources available, among others. 

Therefore, all of this should be considered in order to adapt the way this foreign language is 

being taught. 

However, one crucial element in this activity is the preparation teachers have to develop it, 

there are different programs that can provide you with the information and material 

necessary to enhance your teaching performance, by becoming aware of not only deeper 

aspects that language conveys, but also the needs and external factors that are immersed 

in our groups and that have to be taken into account whenever we want to improve the 

academic results by preparing our students in a more appropriate way, by providing them 

all the necessary tools to understand and express themselves in a L2 in real scenarios 

 In the following project different aspects related to teaching will be explained, with the 

purpose to provide a clear context of my identity, teaching philosophy, as well as the 

approaches intended to be used in a sequenced four lesson plan designed for a group in 

4th semester in high school, with a A2 level; taking the material used at school as core but 

complementing it with other tasks in order to promote the intercultural competence and 

hopefully the improvement in the overall outcomes in the different skills developed.   

As well different evaluation tools will be explained, starting with the ones already used in the 

school, and other 3 designed in order to achieve a more accurate assessment for the 

students, by adding other elements left aside in the ones already existing. 

Finally, some of the adaptions made during this digital learning process, incorporated with 

the purpose to cover the educational program completely and provide activities attractive 

and beneficial for the students´ learning process. 
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Chapter 1 Philosophy and Theory  

1.01 Teaching identity and philosophy 

Education is one pillar of society, and through it, we have been able to evolve and find better 

ways not only to survive, but also to live together and coexist, looking for a manner to 

improve the way we live.  

As many things that have transited, education has gone through different changes, always 

trying to fulfill the objectives of the population. The challenges of learning lie in the aim to 

prepare people for a globalized world.  

As English language teachers we have an obligation to be updated with new strategies and 

approaches to be able to transmit and work as facilitators of knowledge.  

Currently, education in Mexico is based in a competence model, it is important for a person 

to acquire knowledge, but also to be able to do things with that knowledge, that is why the 

process of teaching has had modifications, one of the most important aspects is that the 

center of the class must be in the student and teachers interact as guides.  

As teachers we develop different roles depending on the group situation, in one group we 

could provide advices and get involved as tutors, in other we can narrow down our activities 

to only being a facilitator, it depends not only in the needs of the learners, but also in the 

way the environment of the class evolves. 

In some cases, we may be able to identify problematic students and try to provide help by 

guiding them but if there is no willingness from their part, instead of being beneficial this can 

turn into a more difficult situation by decreasing the motivation of students, however, we 

should always take into consideration the guidance and help given by other areas such as 

tutoring and psychology. 

I develop my labor as a teacher in a public high school, where I usually have to work with 3-

4 different levels of English each semester and in average I have to develop these different 

activities among 300 students. 

Whenever the amount of groups and students increase, the number of different roles you 

may have grows as well, I believe in some level I feel identified with many roles a teacher 
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may have outside the classroom: a needs analyst, because sometimes there are students 

which are in need of psychological assistance or in some other cases they lack resources 

to continue studying and if their academic development proves to be good, a scholarship 

can be looked for them to provide them some help to continue.  

Another role that we, as teachers usually develop is as a counselor, in the school where I 

currently work we are assigned to be tutors of one group, in this group we have different 

tasks like identifying students which are in trouble of failing subjects or even dropping out of 

school due to a low academic performance, in order to search assistance by other teachers 

and provide them clarification in specific subjects. 

And a role I believe most teachers may feel identified with is material developer, we 

constantly work with different material and in some cases we try to complement it according 

to the needs of the students, if we identify that some of the tasks included in the books are 

not the best suited for our learners; it is our job to look for some that will provide us with 

better results and them with a more meaningful learning experience.  

When you develop this role it is likely that you can participate as well as curriculum 

developer, in this case I have provided advice, because in order to modify the curriculum a 

lot of things must be done and it has to be supervised by different areas which will evaluate 

not only the content, but the methodology as well as the skills expected to be learnt by the 

educational reform, that is why a team is built to be able to achieve this activity, nevertheless, 

the small part that I have had the chance to participate in this type of activity has proven to 

me the enormous amount of work that this conveys. 

School is a formative part in students´ lives and at least in my case treating with teenagers 

to have the role as disciplinee is essential, without discipline and established rules, the 

teaching process can be harmed drastically. Of course this last concept of discipline has 

changed over the years in the country, what I personally consider very important is to have 

realistic rules, the idea is not to provide a sense of warden and prisoner, on the contrary, to 

have rules that will benefit everyone´s coexistence in class environment and something 

crucial to promote this behavior through all the academic term is to respect these rules, not 

only by imposing to them but also by following them. 
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The educational situation in Mexico varies drastically depending on different factors such as 

economic situation, geographical areas, school environment, resources that schools have 

and in many cases motivation. Therefore, teaching has become a labor where there must 

be an adaptation process in order to fulfil it in the best way according to all of these external 

elements. 

As English Language Teacher it is necessary to continue preparing to be able to adapt to 

the current necessities of learners, this includes trying out different approaches, trying to 

use in the best way possible the resources available in the different classrooms, because 

from school to school there may change enormously and understanding that teaching a 

language it is not only about teaching grammar, spelling, pronunciation, etc. 

It also involves identifying students background and problems they may have and which 

have repercussions in their educational development. As facilitators we must become 

empathic and realize in the way that we can take them to the corresponding area to try 

provide help. 

Teaching is a very noble task which should be done with responsibility, different aspects are 

intertwined in order to achieve the construction of knowledge. I believe education in Mexico 

has different opportunity areas. Currently, more money is spent in evaluating teachers rather 

than training teachers and keeping them updated. Evaluation allows us to be better through 

constructive criticism, nevertheless, training is as important or even more and one of the 

aspects where education can be improved in my humble opinion, is by testing this progress 

that teachers should have through their evaluation, when it comes to teaching English as a 

foreign language there are a lot of different areas where every one of us can enhance. 

In some cases, I believe teachers may have a good knowledge of approaches and 

methodology, however, their production could be better in terms of grammar, speaking or 

even spelling. And on the other hand there are English teachers who started to teach not 

because they studied to become a teacher but they have good knowledge of the language, 

but knowing a language is not enough to teach it and they lack a methodological 

background.  

I identify myself with the second category and in both of the cases, it is essential to continue 

improving that is one of the reasons why I decided to enroll in this specialization, as a 
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strategy to improve in my labor as a teacher, because I truly believe that through education 

the reality of the country can change. Education is a pillar of society and by providing 

students a proper education we are able to change people’s realities in different aspects.  I 

am aware of the utopian sense these words have, but in my humble opinion education in 

any level it is not only about a specific subject (in this case a foreign language), it conveys 

opening student´s paradigm about coexistence in society and hopefully boosting empathy 

and tolerance among others. 

Hence to define a teaching philosophy is a very demanding task to do properly, it does not 

only involve the cognitive, affective or behavioral dimensions, which each individually takes 

a part in the construction of our sets of beliefs of a language, but it is also the intertwined 

complementation of all our immersion in the cultural aspects and context which make 

language very particular depending on the place where this is spoken. 

Our teacher philosophy should always be evolving along with our practice, this most not lie 

in a comfort zone, a language is a combination of signs that is constantly transforming 

through the needs of the people who use it and as facilitators of knowledge it is our 

responsibility to continue adapting to this process. 

As teachers we sometimes forget how much time we spent as students trying to understand 

certain concepts or structures in the L2, so when we forget about that and try to teach it; it 

is very important to take into account that there is a process with it and education is 

constantly changing along with the needs students may have. 

It is not only a matter of exposing the target language and expecting the students to acquire 

it and learning it right away. In order for them internalize the knowledge we have to consider 

the level they have, what activities could be appropriate for the class depending on their 

learning styles, if they feel motivated, their affective filter and of course to have a very 

specific objective for the class and relate it to the expected outcomes. 

It is important to remind that a serious evolution has happened in the foreign language 

teaching, from different schools of thought, theories of second language acquisition that 

involve analyzing what a learner is able to do and what he or she may achieve with help 

from an expert, through methods and approaches.  
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Nevertheless, this evolution should not cease; research should be boosted in the search of 

practical and better ways to continue developing this labor, which currently is an important 

part of the integral formation of students, and as foreign language teachers we provide 

learners tools to be able to evolve in their academic and professional development in a 

globalized world. 
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1.02 Theory underlying my teaching practice and identity 

The process of learning a language is not an easy one, for this, diverse elements come into 

the equation, as native speakers of a language we are exposed to an enormous amount of 

input and we acquire our first language in sort of a natural way. We learn to use it before we 

even listen to the concepts “grammar or spelling” and much less “form and function”. 

However, when it comes to a second language (regardless which one it is) the process 

changes drastically; instead of only acquiring a language we have a learning process, where 

we have to work with different aspects, such as vocabulary, grammar and different skills 

both including comprehensive and productive.  

 

In this matter different theories have come up and put into practice in order to make this 

process of acquisition easier to understand and uncomplicated to be learnt, to do these 

different concepts have to be taken into account such as acquisition, learning, input, output, 

intake, interaction and motivation, among others. 

 

As Stephen Krashen explains in his Second Language Acquisition theory, we need to 

consider two elements in order to plan lessons that are according for our students, one of 

the elements is the current level of development (i) and the level beyond that (+1), which we 

must integrate during the lesson planning.  

 

In order to do this properly, a diagnostic evaluation should be applied to every group in the 

beginning of the term, to be able to delimit the two elements in a correct way, otherwise we 

may have the risk of having classes that are below their current level, and as consequence 

students will not learn and will feel unmotivated because the tasks are not challenging 

enough for them.  Hence it is important to consider the level just beyond that and 

contemplate how to prepare tasks or assignments demanding for them and in this way 

achieve more than one thing, to capture students’ attention and to promote their learning 

process. “Communication is successful, when the input is understood and there is enough 

of it, i+1 will be provided automatically” (Krashen, 1982) 

Moreover, as language takes places in every part of our life and within language we will find 

different elements that contribute to our language evolution, one essential part as the socio 

cultural approach reminds us is the interaction. This is present in different places, such as 

in the family context, friends and acquaintances and of course at school; it helps not only to 
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have contact with a language (native or foreign) but also to practice, reflect, analyze and to 

learn from it, as well as to be emerged with input by being exposed to different vocabulary, 

grammar structures, functions and intentions for what the language is used for. 

 

In addition, input is provided inside the classes where students have contact with new 

information through different resources, such as texts, recordings, flashcards, to mention a 

few. Whenever this input is comprehensible, yet interesting and presented in ways in which 

the student considers relevant, there is an interiorization process and then it transits into 

intake.  

 

In the following four sequenced classes that will be explained, different activities are planned 

with the aim of creating awareness about the global warming; as well as adding the 

intercultural component by knowing how this affects different parts of the world and what are 

some of the actions that diverse nations have implemented in order to prevent this. 

 

Two grammar structures are mainly immersed during the lessons: the zero and first 

conditional, this with the objective to explain causes and consequences, both in the present 

and in the simple future. 

 

 For this, it is very important to mention that the books used in the class will be taken as the 

core material and the books are not designed to use them in a specific sequence; we are 

allowed to apply some exercises from certain pages and skip some if we want to or to 

arrange them in a different order as they are printed in the book. 

 

With this in mind different strategies are being taken into account by creating activities where 

a student is able to use the knowledge learnt in class, not only memorize and knowing what 

it means, but also to be able to use it properly with a specific intention in a coherent way to 

translate the message wanted in a clear way. Even though coherence defined by (Van Dijk, 

1992) “is a semantic property of discourses, based on the interpretation of each individual 

sentence relative to the interpretation of other sentences.”, as teachers we must create the 

opportunities for the learner to have as many tools as possible to express his or her ideas, 

emotions and opinions in the clearest way in a foreign language. 
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As you get familiar with the different characteristics and needs of your students you have to 

come up with solutions and strategies to adapt the material provided by the school in order 

to be able to accomplish the learning goals to the fullest; that is why a reading task will be 

added with the purpose to improve the text understanding by considering an interactive 

model. 

Moreover, an exercise with a crossword will be incorporated with the objective of using 

technologic resources and as a way to practice different vocabulary seen through the 

different lessons. 

Furthermore, the listening skill will also be complemented by adding a task focusing on the 

sound, which should be answered before the existing task which focuses on the meaning, 

with the objective of reaching a better understanding of the content. 

All of this tasks are intended to promote competences by allowing students work individually 

as well as collaboratively and improve the different components of the communicative 

competence explained by Canale and Swain: the linguistic competence, the sociolinguistic 

competence, the strategic competence and the discourse competence. 

The students develop the previously mentioned competences not only in the classroom, but 

also in different academic activities of the school, however, as facilitators of knowledge it is 

our task to promote the acquisition and learning of all them inside the classroom so they are 

able to perfect them outside in real scenarios 

Of course, we shan´t forget to incorporate the Communicative Approach which has served 

as a base for language teaching for some years now in the country. This approach focuses 

in the productive part of the language, embracing the 4 different skills, but taking a special 

consideration into the speaking. This latter because results proved to be a difficult area for 

Mexican students. The communicative approach first promotes the fluency in the student 

and then addresses accuracy, trying that the student feels comfortable using the language 

and then providing feedback for its enhancement.   

One way to promote the communicative approach is to complement this teaching with Kolb’s 

Experiential Model. This model explains that meaningful activities should be presented in 

the beginning of classes in order to engage student’s attention and to build a series of 

different tasks. These tasks may be some controlled and other should allow them to give 
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them certain autonomy in the learning process, also they should be increasing their difficulty, 

without forgetting that motivation is essential for the cognitive process. 

Some examples to accomplish this is by starting with videos which are very beneficial in 

classes, they usually capture student’s attention and in some occasions the serve as a 

model, for instance when the last activity is a conversation. I also believe that a lot of 

students are visual and to have something presented with different colors, different accents 

is good for their improvement. 

Trying to implement meaningful activities it is not the simplest task, because it involves 

creating material. An activity that could be meaningful for a group or generation may lose 

sense for other students; but when this is achieved, students most of the times engage more 

in the subject and the cognitive process along with motivation thrive. 

Nevertheless, I have tried to implement activities where they could feel that there would be 

a possibility for them to use the language, sometimes during a learning process I believe 

that most of us had been asked to answer problems with imaginary situations and when this 

happens we usually look at this activities like as impossible scenarios, so sometimes we 

associate these tasks with things that are not likely to happen, and this in long term has real 

repercussions  because we do not see this target knowledge useful for real situations. 

So when we develop and apply meaningful activities, we increase the opportunity for the 

learner to practice with the language in things that could catch their attention and that may 

have an impact for them. 
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Chapter 2: Methodology and practice 

2.01 A practical and useful lesson plan. 

 

1.- Lesson plan identification cell. 

Author Michelle Miguez Gutiérrez 

Educational stage 4th semester of High School (Level A2.2) 

Title of your Lesson plan Relation between cause and effect 

Learning Objective of the plan/ 
Competency 

Language purpose: 
To develop in the student, the skill to 
identify cause and effect by using the zero 
and first conditional through content. 
 
Intercultural formative purpose: 
To promote reflection of the 
consequences global warming has in 
different places on Earth. 

Communicative skill considered Reading/Writing/Listening/Speaking 

State of the following options  

Functions -To talk about actions and consequences 
in the present. 

-To talk about actions and consequences 
in the future. 

Main Grammar Structure Zero and first conditional 

Other Grammar Structures  
Brief Description of the plan The lesson “Global Warming” is taken 

from the book “Make it Real A2.2” and is 
complemented with extra tasks  

Hours of the plan implementation 8 hours 
Number of sessions 4 lessons 

Contents required for the lesson Global warming  

Link of the content  
EEAILE tutor on line Alma Delia 

 

2.- Introduction to the lesson. 

 

Step of the lesson Teachers activities Students activities Session number 

Activation 
     Before the lesson 

Teacher writes 
down on the board 

Students elicit what 
they understand 

01 
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During the lesson 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 

Closing 

the words “Global 

Warming”  
 

Students look at 5 
pictures in the book 

(picture 1 from the 
appendixes), which 

are some 
consequences 
related to global 
warming. 
  

Teacher plays a 
video about 

different 
consequences of 

global warming in 
the world by the 
Deutsche Welle. 
 
Teacher elicits 
information seen in 
the video where 
there are different 
consequences due 
to global warming 

in different places 
of the world. 

 

Teacher writes 
down some 
sentences using the 
zero conditional. 
 
Teacher asks 

students to work in 
pairs and discuss 

which of the 
consequences 

identified in the 
video, do they see 

happening in 
Mexico as well 

  

about global 

warming as a 
brainstorm. 

 
Students match the 

pictures with the 
vocabulary. 

 
 
 
 
 

Students watch the 
video “The regional 

impact of climate 
change around the 

globe” 
 
 
Students identify 
which consequence 
from exercise 1 are 
happening in the 
different place 
shown in the video. 
 

 
 

Students identify 

the tenses used in 
the zero 
conditional. 
 
Students work 
collaboratively to 

talk about 
consequences of 

Global Warming in 
the country and 

share some of the 
with the rest of the 

class 
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3.- Communicative skills development. 

 

Step of 

the 
lesson 

Teacher activities  Students 

activities 

Materials Session 

number 

Evaluation 

 

Activation 
 

 
 
 
 
During 
the class. 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 

Teacher shows 
pictures related 

to the vocabulary 
from the 
previous class. 
 
Teacher asks 
students to read 
in pairs the text 
“What will 
happen if the 
world gets 

warmer and 
warmer?” 

(picture 1). 
 

Teacher writes 

down some 
sentences on the 
board 
 

Teacher reads 
the question 

aloud and clarify 
their 

understanding 
 

Teacher writes 
down on the 

board Natural 
disasters, 

environmental 
issues and 
natural resources 

and elicit 

Students 
mention what 

the pictures 
represent (flood, 
drought, 
wildfire, etc). 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 

Students 

identify if the 
statements are 
true or false. 
 

Students answer 
questions and 

compare 
answers with 

other 
classmates. 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 

Projector 
Pictures 

 
 
 
Book 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Board  

Markers 
Notebooks 

 

 
Books 
 
 

 
 

Books 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 

02  
 

 
 
 
Students´ 
participation 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Students´ 

Participation 
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Closing 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
Closing 

information from 

the students 
about what is the 

difference and 
examples. 

Teacher asks 
students to 

answer Exercise 2 
from picture 3 of 
the appendixes.  
 
Teacher gives 

students a sheet 
of paper with a 

crossword with 
vocabulary seen 

in the lesson 

Students look 

for unfamiliar 
vocabulary and 

classify the 
words in the 

different 
categories. 

 
Students read 
the definitions 
and answer the 
crossword. 

 

 

 
 

Activity 
sheet 

 

 
 

Crossword 
answers 

Activation 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 
During 

the 
lesson. 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 

 

Teacher asks 
students to open 

their books in the 
vocabulary page 

(picture 3) and 
reads the 

definitions aloud.  

 
Teacher plays a 

part of a 
documentary of 

global warming 
with some blanks 

to fill in and plays 
a track. 

 
Teacher asks 

students to open 
their books 

(picture 2) listen 
again to the track 
 

Teacher asks 
students to go to 

the grammar 
page of the 

lesson (picture 

Students match 
the words with 

the definitions. 
Volunteers say 

the answers 
aloud. 

 

 
Students listen 

to the extract 
from the 

documentary 
and fill in the 

blanks with the 
words missing. 

 
Students match 

the degrees and 
the 

consequences. 
 
 

 
Students work in 

pairs to match 
the causes and 

Book 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 
Projector 

Board 
Speaker 

 
 

 
 

Books 
Speaker 

 
 

 
 
Board 

Markers 
Books 

 
 

 

03  
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Closing 

4). Asks a student 

to read the 
example aloud 

and highlight the 
tenses used in 

the sentence. 
 

Teacher uses the 
sentences to 
highlight the 
tenses used in 
first conditional, 

teacher asks 
students to read 

some sentences 
aloud. 

 
Teacher chooses 
one of the 
sentences from 
exercise 3 and 
elicit some 
possible 
complements for 
it from students. 
“If more and 

more people 
have cars…” 

effects in the 

sentences. 
 

 
 

 
 

 
Students 
mention 
differences 
between zero 

and first 
conditional. 

 
 

 
 
Students write 
two possible 
complements 
for each 
sentence. 
 
Then exchange 
the sentences 

with a 
classmate, with 

pencil they write 

down some 
suggestions or 
advices to 
improve their 
task. 
Students work 

with the draft 
made in class 

and rewrite an 
improved 

version as 
homework. 

 

 
 

 
Board  

Markers 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
Board  

Markers 
Books 

Notebooks 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Written task 
rubric 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Activation 
 

 

Teacher asks 
students 

randomly to 

Students 
mention some 

of the possible 

Notebooks 
 

 

04  
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During 

the 
lesson 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 
Closing 

mention some of 

the sentences 
they worked with 

as homework. 
 

Teacher writes 
down on the 

board vocabulary 
seen during the 
last lessons and 
asks students to 
open their books 

on the 
vocabulary page 

of the lesson 
(picture 3). 

 
 
 
Teacher asks 
students to join 
in teams of 3 or 4 
people, to 
prepare some 
proposals to 
prevent global 

warming and 
explain them to 

the rest of the 

class 

complements 

they wrote, by 
using first 

conditional. 
 

Volunteers read 
aloud the 

examples on the 
book and work 
individually to 
use the 
vocabulary 

written on the 
board to write 

more sentences 
by using “is 

caused by…, is 
the result of…, 
comes from…, 
leads to…” 
 
Students join in 
teams and look 
for information 
on their phones 
about ecological 

activities 
developed in 

other countries 

to use as 
inspiration for 
their oral 
presentation 

 

 
 

 
Board 

Markers 
Books  

Notebooks 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
Markers 
Board 
Phones 

 

 
 

 
Students´ 

Participation 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
Holistic 
Rating Scale 
for Speaking 

 

 

4.- Intercultural component: Students will be able to identify some problems related global 

warming that are happening in other parts of the world as well as to recognize some 

“greener” activities developed in other countries and which could be implemented in their 

school, city or the country. 
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5.- Evaluation: the tasks developed during the four lessons will be graded as part of their 

summative grades, in the specific case of the two main productive activities (written and 

speaking) they will be assessed with specific rubrics  

6.- Conclusion: the topic has two main purposes, one is to learn the use of zero and first 

conditional and the other one is to create awareness of a current problem and how this 

affects everyone in the present and in the future, therefore it is important to know about 

activities that could prevent this. 

7.- Follow up activities: Students commit to themselves to start doing some of the activities 

proposed by them or their classmates. 
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2.02 Designing of necessary tools to assess/test the progress of students. 

Testing and assessment are essential parts in the learning process, depending on the 

educational level or the purpose of the course, these two elements can be included 

differently. 

In the specific case of languages, we can not only limit to test and assess grammar and 

vocabulary; we have to evaluate the performance of how these two essential parts of the 

language are used in the four different skills: reading, writing, listening and speaking. 

Hence, the strategies that we develop through the courses must be adapted when 

necessary in order to fulfill the accomplishment of the learning goals in the best way 

possible. 

To evaluate the program which is being taken into account in the lesson plan, we carry out 

3 mid-terms, each one of them by integrating hetero-evaluation (90%), co-evaluation (5%) 

and self-evaluation (5%). The last two aspects are answered with a rubric and their purpose 

is to create a sense of awareness of how well the topics were understood or learnt. 

However, hetero-evaluation is rated by different elements and activities developed inside 

and outside the classroom; we have a test which values 40% and covers the 4 different skills 

we also work with a book and we integrate an evidence portfolio where we have different 

designated activities, such as written tasks, self-access activities and graphic organizers. 

For these evaluations and with the purpose to be able to provide assessment, we are given 

some evaluating tools, mainly focusing on the productive skills: writing and speaking. 

We use a checklist for self-access activities and we have an analytic rating scale to evaluate 

the writing skill, which we use to assess the written tasks on the portfolio and the writing 

activity of the test. It includes 4 bands and 3 descriptors: task completion, language use and 

communicative quality. 

This analytic rating scale is designed to be used in all of the levels taught in high school and 

although it is a great a tool to assess and allows the student to have evidence of their own 

progress, it is very general.  
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That is why the intention in this project is to include another tool to evaluate their writing 

execution by considering not only the content, but also the organization, this tool can be 

used by the teacher to evaluate students or also it could be used to work in pairs by 

promoting collaborative work in order to notice certain things partners could improve in the 

written tasks and as well interiorize these elements in their own writings. 

These types of exercises have been proved to be beneficial, when we are developing 

activities to practice this skill by treating challenging activities as a process by having 

different drafts; the opportunity to be able to read someone else´s work can make you notice 

some errors or could help as examples to look things in different perspectives. 

The following is an option where I tried to include different aspects that are important but I 

consider they could be evaluated in some occasions by other students, these elements do 

not focus in grammar or spelling mistakes, they are intended to pay attention to the 

organization of their writing, which sometimes is not considered too much and it could be 

left aside. 
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Writing Organization Rubric 
 5 3 1 Score 
Title It has an attractive 

which relates 
clearly to the 
content. 

The title is not 
attractive or is not 
easy to understand. 

The title is very and it 
does not catches the 
reader´s attention 

 

Structure There is a clear 
begin, middle and 
end  

The story is 
generally easy to 
follow 

There is not a clear 
structure. 

 

Idea organization It is distributed in 
paragraphs, 
respecting periods, 
commas and capital 
letters 

The paragraphs are 
very long, there are 
some periods or 
commas missing. 

It is not divided in 
paragraphs. 

 

Extension The assignment 
covers the number 
of words 
suggested.  

It exceeds or lacks 
10% than requested 

It exceeds or lacks more 
than 15% than 
requested. 

 

 

When it comes to this productive skill I have seen in a lot of occasions that one of the things 

we struggle with are the distribution of the paragraphs, there are times where students write 

whole assignments in one sentence; and to introduce these elements is helpful. 

On the other hand, we are also given an instrument to evaluate speaking, which is a holistic 

rating scale, it includes 5 descriptors and it is designed to be used mainly on tests. This tool 

is very wide and it can be applied to evaluate a lot of tasks; whether it is a conversation or 

a presentation about a specific topic; however, to test and assess speaking tasks is a very 

challenging labor and with instruments with very general aspects; it may become subjective 

sometimes. 
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In the lesson plan it is included a short oral presentation where students have to explain to 

their classmates some suggestions they could do in order to prevent the increase of global 

warming, the intention of this activity is to be done in teams and I would like to use another 

tool to evaluate the activity, with the purpose to be able to provide more accurate feedback. 

 The following instrument includes among other elements nonverbal language, which is not 

evaluated in the previous holistic rating scale, contemplating that in their level the goal is 

mainly to promote and practice micro skills in the speaking domain; and as well to start 

including some macro skills such as connecting ideas effectively or the communicative 

functions accomplishment. 

This rubric focuses on five different categories: content, word choice, fluency, eye contact 

and posture and at last volume and pronunciation. Even though, some aspects may be 

repeated with the previous tool, in this case some other things are added to be evaluated. 

In my opinion some of the things I have struggle with when evaluating oral presentations is 

the volume that students use. It is very common that they use a low volume because they 

may not feel very confident speaking in a foreign language, so I considered important to add 
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this aspect in order to be something that they could start taking into consideration for further 

presentations. 

 

Rubric for Oral presentations and speeches 

 4 3 2 1 Score 

Content The information 
was accurate 
and clear. 

The information 
was mostly 
accurate. 

The information 
was unclear. 

The information 
was incomplete 
or irrelevant. 

 

Word Choice The use of 
words was 
appropriate for 
the audience.  

Some of the 
words could be 
replaced, but 
most of them 
are used 
correctly. 

Some words 
caused 
confusion to the 
audience 

The words were 
not chosen 
appropriately 

 

Fluency The speech was 
delivered 
without 
unnecessary 
pauses 

The speaker 
had few 
hesitations but 
they were not 
too noticeable.  

There were 
some pauses 
and “ers” or 
“ums”. 

The speaker 
hesitated a lot 
and struggle to 
remember what 
he/she meant to 
say. 

 

Posture and 
Eye Contact 

The speaker 
had excellent 
posture and 
kept eye contact 
with the 
audience 

The speaker 
maintained good 
eye contact 
most of the time 

The posture 
was not 
adequate and 
not there was 
not enough eye 
contact from the 
speaker. 

There was none 
eye contact with 
the audience. 

 

Volume and 
pronunciation 

The speaker´s 
pronunciation 
was great and 
the audience 
did not have 
trouble listening 
to him/her 

The speaker 
had few 
mistakes in 
pronunciation. 

The 
pronunciation 
had several 
mistakes and 
the made it hard 
to understand 
the message 

The speaker 
talked in a very 
low volume 
which made it 
very hard to 
understand. 

 

  

Even though, rubrics and checklists are not necessarily used in every class or for every 

single activity developed, is essential to provide feedback as often as we consider. 

Assessment “can be checked and changed according to the progress of the group. We focus 

our attention on the process, rather than on the results, taking into account the context of 

our teaching, and adapting our syllabus to the real needs of our students.” (Lazaro, 96). 
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Hence, I plan to incorporate one more evaluation instrument, one that is considered to be 

used in a normal class without elaborated knowledge products, with the aim to be able to 

determine the level of interest presented by the students, not necessarily with the intention 

of summative purposes but more with the objective of analyzing the teaching and learning 

process. 

 

General performance rubric 
 Excellent Good Regular Unsatisfactory 

Work Habits 

The student completes tasks and assignments on time and 
with quality  

    

Collaboration 
The student works with ease in different teams, is open to 

ideas from their classmates, works with respect. 

    

Attitude 
Shows interest and participates actively in class. 

    

 

This rubric is not intended to use in every class, but it could be applied to assess other type 

of performance; this could be applied maybe every week or in the end of every mid-term; 

and I consider that this kind of instrument could be helpful to provide feedback for the 

students, but as well to identify what could be certain areas where we could pay attention in 

order to improve. If we identify that a lot of students have problems working in teams, for 

example; we could try to implement certain activities (even though they are not language 

related) to enhance the collaboration among learners; which in general will be beneficial to 

improve the general performance of the group. 
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2.03 Attached evidences of (graphics, photos, images) 

During the pandemic season the work was through a google drive folder, where students 

had access to another one that includes instructions and rubrics, where they had to read 

about the material they had to use and the different tasks they had to submit. 

Another one where they had to upload the assignments and a last one where they could see 

their grades and read some observations of the activities.  
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Chapter 3: Experience Report 

Through the semester contemplated from January to June, the different activities developed 

during the Specialization were worked and applied to the same group of fourth semester. 

For the last months, since the end of March due to the health emergency caused by the 

disease Covid 19, the strategies implemented to complete our educational program had to 

change dramatically. 

We had to change materials and methods of assessment and even the time developed to 

fulfill the educational needs in order to complete fully the topics contemplated in each of our 

programs. 

In my particular case the first week I had to look for a lot of different resources to be able to 

share different kind of tasks, searching for playful activities, attractive videos in order to 

explain different grammatical structures or introduce vocabulary; trying to make this 

transition as smooth as possible. 

In order to accomplish this conversion, as teachers we had to come up with strategies to be 

able to achieve our learning objectives and on the other hand to take into consideration that 

our students have diverse realities and their circumstances change from house to house; 

some of them having the resources to work on line and some of them adapting by sharing 

devices with their family members with the aim of continuing the high school education. 

With that in mind, one of the strategies implemented was to developed a lot of material 

during the first week, with the intention to upload all the information and resources at the 

beginning into a google drive folder, and provide certain flexibility in terms of activities 

submission to avoid harm anybody´s development by asking them to connect online at a 

specific when they sometimes lack the resources to do it. 

During this process we had two evaluations where we developed different activities in order 

to verify the students’ progress in the diverse generic and specific competences such as 

communication, formation and collaborative leadership, all part of the content of fourth 

semester. 
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Nevertheless, different obstacles presented and adaption was crucial; in some cases, some 

students returned to their hometowns and did not possess there some of material used on 

the course, or in some other cases, when students were able to have internet access in 

order to continue with the lessons, they had already missed a lot of the content and their 

final grade was not satisfactory. 

For this last case a reinforcement course was suggested, contemplated for the month of 

June were students with extraordinary circumstances could have the chance to read, 

practice and analyze the different activities with other approaches and improve their notes. 

However, with the group where the project and other complementary activities were 

developed this was not necessary. The group showed and enhancement in the different 

aspects evaluated and ended the course with a good average. 

I believe that even though, all the complementary tasks on the project were not able to put 

into practice in order to evaluate their help, some of the assessment that was provided to 

the students was by taking into consideration different aspects read during the 

specialization. 

If there were activities not clear for them, they could send emails or texts through what’s app 

in order to ease the process, and when some common weaknesses were identified in 

several students I could send them complementary material to revise; not considered in their 

final note because the activities had already been designated and approved by the academy 

since the beginning; but for them to promote self-learning and improvement in areas where 

there were still many doubts. 

One of the resources that I found very helpful was the material provided by the British council 

website, this page provides, texts, videos and different tasks aiming the different skills and 

also vocabulary, something that I liked about this tasks was that it provides you grades and 

feedback, which boosts critical thinking and allows the student to answer the exercises 

several time until the ideas are clear. 

Another strategy that was added, was to incorporate different games like jeopardy or 

ordering the sentences with time limit to practice the different topics in a more ludic way. 
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Nevertheless, something crucial that was not left aside since the beginning of the planning 

of all these activities was the intercultural competence, which was not developed as planned 

on the project but, was considered all along; by having different topics like global warming, 

where they saw some of the consequences in different parts of the world, or with a text that 

talked about culture shock and they had to analyze the different stages a person goes 

through when moving to another country, or with a speaking where they had to record a 

video where they talked about the differences between Mexico and another country that they 

could choose.  

All of these tasks in my opinion were interesting topics which could be attractive for them. 

One very important part that should be taken into consideration in education is motivation 

and by presenting to them topics that are interesting but also challenge them little by little as 

Krashen (1982) suggests in his i+1 theory they can achieve possible yet important 

improvements in their learning process. 
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Chapter 4: Conclusions 

Education as many things that convey society goes through transitions and must be adapted 

in order to fulfill the necessities of the learners and population. In this process of 

transformation different elements are added and evaluated to assess if the outcomes are 

the expected.  

In the specific case of language teaching one of the key elements that has been boosted in 

the last years is the intercultural competence; element that is essential to include in the 

curriculum and material design.  

Language goes hand in hand with culture and it is important to promote empathy and cultural 

awareness in our students no matter their age in order to have better outcomes to have 

cultural competent people in the world, considering that it is not only important that they are 

able to understand and to communicate a message, but also that they take into 

consideration the context in a proper way in order to transmit their message in the best 

manner. 

Foreign language teaching as the other subjects in education went through a transition in 

this year caused by a pandemic. However, education is an activity that is  fundamental in 

society and shall not be stopped. 

As teachers is fundamental that we continue preparing ourselves constantly in order to 

develop our labor as facilitators of knowledge in the best possible way; speaking a language 

is important, but clearly Is not enough, to be able to teach it properly we must have a good 

methodological knowledge to be able to make decisions according to what are the best 

approaches and strategies to be used in our groups. 

By applying different activities designed with the objective of ease the comprehension of 

global warming and the first conditional I could notice better development in the students; I 

consider the topic was attractive for them and their intercultural competence was enhanced. 

Moreover, the vocabulary activities added in order to practice and consolidate the new words 

had in my opinion very good results, however, even though another task was added to the 

text in order to ease the reading comprehension; the outcomes were not as great as 
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expected. I consider this skill, especially with challenging texts for students have to be 

worked with different strategies in order to promote in them deep reflection and analysis of 

the information. 

Nevertheless, the students showed a gradual improvement in their grades during the 

semester and I truly consider that one of the factors for that, was the implementation of other 

strategies for the design of activities, evaluation and assessment. 
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